In heterogeneous scenarios, nodes greatly differ with respect to their capabilities and mobility patterns. Moreover, episodic connectivity in opportunistic networks further aggravates the problem of finding a suitable next-hop to obviate unnecessary utilization of network resources. In this paper, we present a Multiattribute Routing Scheme (MARS) based on "Simple Multiattribute Rating Technique" (SMART) that collects samples of vital information about a node's different characteristics. This stochastic picture of a node behavior in multiple dimensions is then effectively employed in calculating its next-hop fitness. We also devise a method based on learning rules of neural networks which dynamically determines relative importance of each dimension to maximize next-hop utility of a node. With simulations, using synthetic and real mobility traces against well-known utility-based schemes, we show that MARS can achieve better delivery ratios despite introducing limited redundancy within the network.
Introduction
In sparse mobile ad hoc networks, there may exist no contemporaneous end-to-end path between a pair of nodes. This violates the assumption on which many ad hoc routing protocols [1, 2] are based, thereby providing room for conducting research in identifying ways to provide connectivity in an environment that does not rely on the Internet's basic assumptions, such as presence of bidirectional end-toend paths. Wildlife monitoring, disaster recovery networks, and military applications are some of the examples of such environments. Opportunistic networking help to cope with this dichotomy by making use of transmission opportunities emerging from coarse-grained mobility within the network. Sporadic links appearing among nodes can be eventually construed over a period of time as presence of a complete path between a source and destination pair. Therefore, routing in these networks is performed in per-hop manner, in which every node opportunistically selects a next-hop relay to achieve eventual delivery, with store-carry-and-forward paradigm [3] .
However, due to intrinsic nature of opportunistic networks, based on sporadic connectivity, high packet loss ratios are inevitable. Intuitively, many routing protocols [4] [5] [6] [7] , for opportunistic environments, are accustomed to spread multiple redundant copies of a message in order to achieve throughput and efficiency in end-to-end latency. These replication based schemes can be categorized into greedy-based [4, 5] and utility-based approaches. Greedy-based replication assumes homogeneous set of nodes [8] and spread replicas on every proximity encounter to increase the probability of successful delivery. However, this assumption reveals itself unrealistic in many scenarios where nodes exhibit heterogeneous characteristics, in terms of their mobility patterns and available resources, that might be deterrent for their participation in the delivery process. There has been a succession of utility-based routing schemes [6, 7] -choosing intermediate relays based on next-hop fitness of nodes-to avoid unnecessary overhead incurred by greedy replication in heterogeneous environments. In this case, number of extra copies of a message is directly proportional to the number of nodes presenting next-hop fitness above certain threshold value. Hence, limitations in determining next-hop utility of a node can ironically result in very high number of message replicas compared to those actually needed to achieve successful delivery at eventual destination. Each copy 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks consumes energy to transmit along with extra computational resources, thereby leading to suboptimal performance in resource-stringent networks. Number of forwarding tokens, however, can also be assigned to limit message replication [8] [9] [10] . In this case, first encountering nodes meeting the given utility criteria are selected for distribution of tokens at each hop. Hence, correct determination of next-hop fitness of a node becomes more apparent to achieve eventual delivery.
Moreover, the intrinsic nature of utility-based schemes, based on pruning the epidemic distribution tree, makes it inevitable that the majority of the network traffic is carried by only the most suitable nodes, resulting in an unfair load distribution [11] . Intuitively, the utility heuristics based on any single attribute are not sustainable as the inefficiency of the algorithm to get itself cognizant of changing network characteristics can quickly deplete constraint resources in few better nodes.
These problems illustrate the need of a routing protocol that can achieve high delivery rates in resource-stringent environments, along with better load-balancing, despite introducing limited redundancy within the network. With this in mind, in this paper, we present a hybrid utilitybased routing protocol called Multiattribute Routing Scheme (MARS) for opportunistic environments that determines a node's next-hop fitness through an optimized combination of a set of multiple parameters based on "Simple Multiattribute Rating Technique" (SMART) [12] . These parameters can be selected based on destination independent and dependent characteristics of a node to better reflect its suitably as next-hop relay. Moreover, MARS is not based on rigorous forecasting. We devise a method to assign scores to different attributes, like it is done in "Simple Multiattribute Rating Technique" (SMART) [12] , based on past history of encounters of a node with other nodes. Further, with MARS, we can assign different number of forwarding tokens to limit number of replicas of a message along with uncontrolled replication.
Routing decisions based on multiple attributes are explored in many routing protocols [13] [14] [15] to provide QoS in MANETs. Rank Order [13] and Threshold [14] [15] [16] methods are generally used to select a best route when multiple metrics are involved. These techniques generally fail to provide a good compromise on available metrics because of not considering all objectives simultaneously. Moreover, these protocols only work in environments where all potential candidates that is routes are available at the time of making a decision. Analogously, many existing routing protocols for opportunistic networks determine next-hop utility or fitness of a node based on multiple metrics that can be well placed in social-context based or prediction-based utility schemes. Social-context based protocols take into account social ties between nodes while determining next-hop fitness of a node. These schemes are applicable in environments where user profile including name, address, and occupation is attached to every node [17, 18] or they can be well divided into different communities [19] [20] [21] . The utility of a node is determined taking into account an increasing match between the context of the node and of destination, as an important parameter. These schemes are beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we are interested in prediction based utility schemes where next-hop fitness of a node is calculated based on destination-dependent or destination-independent utility or fitness parameters [8] . Analogous to these schemes, MARS determines destination independent/dependent characteristics of nodes and employs them in calculating their next-hop fitness or utility.
With limited evaluations, an earlier version of the protocol can be found in [22] . We extend that paper with more comprehensive evaluation of MARS against well-known routing schemes using a variety of performance metrics and parameters, and in heterogeneous synthetic and real network environments. Moreover, we propose an adaptive weighting mechanism based on error correction learning which is a widely used technique in neural networks.
Our contributions in this paper and differences from [22] can be summarized as follows:
(i) Instead of offline normalization by defining an upper limit for each individual attribute, we define a common time window, and with this we describe a new method for dynamic calculation of individual scores within range [0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1]. With this approach, scalability of MARS to add new parameters is improved.
(ii) An autoweight adaptation mechanism is proposed to dynamically define relative importance of different attributes for maximizing next-hop utility of a node.
(iii) MARS is thoroughly evaluated against variety of parameters in heterogeneous synthetic and real mobility traces. Moreover, comparison against well-known destination-dependent, destinationindependent, and hybrid utility-based schemes is included to depict a more realistic picture on performance gain achieved through MARS.
(iv) With offline adjustment of weights and normalization of individual attribute, as done in [22] , optimal values can be identified for configuring the protocol to give better performance based on the given scenario. However, realistic results are presented in this paper with dynamic adaptations, as the protocol itself gets cognizant of networking conditions to maximize performance in different scenarios.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the literature review of some existing routing protocols. Section 3 contains an overview and elaborated description on design of MARS with details on adaptive weighting mechanism. Load-balancing and choosing number of forwarding tokens with MARS are explained in Section 4. Considerations regarding privacy and MARS's computational overheads are discussed in Section 5. Simulation results are presented in Section 6 with conclusion at the end in Section 7.
Related Work
In heterogeneous scenarios nodes may differ in terms of their capabilities and moving patterns. In this case, forwarding without considering node's candidacy to contribute in the delivery process may waste network resources with unnecessary overhead [23] . This arises the need to discover better International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 relays, in terms of their ability or "utility" to help in delivering a message to its intended destination. In the following, we present a review of well-known existing schemes.
Social-context based utility schemes are applicable in environments where user profile including name, address, and occupation is attached to every node [17] [18] [19] or they can be well divided into different communities [19] [20] [21] . In this case, utility of a node is determined taking into account an increasing match between the context of the node and of destination. On the other hand, in history/prediction based schemes, every node try to build a partial picture of network topology based on its history of encounters with other nodes. For example, EBR [10] suggests to handover tokens to social nodes having higher rates of encounters with other nodes in the network. Spyropoulos et al. [8] , has also exploited sociability of a node as its utility to forward packets.
Most utility-based schemes [6, 7, 9] are generally aimed to characterize future probability of contact with potential destinations by identifying mobility behavior of nodes within the network. Work from Balasubramanian et al. [24] called RAPID routing replicates messages depending on per packet utility functions to minimize specific metrics such as average delay, maximum delay, and number of packets missing the deadline. In RAPID, the utility value assigned to packets is mostly based on intermeeting time between peer nodes. A packet is replicated only if it has high utility value compared to other packets within node's buffer while the fitness of relay node being able to contribute in the delivery process is ignored. A number of schemes use age of last encounter timers along with location information to determine utility of a node [8, 25] . Another utility parameter that is used in a recent study, named interest-tree based routing [26] , is defined as users' interests. It is based on the reasoning that people with similar interests often meet frequently. In [27] a node maintains a history table of its visited locations through a global positioning system (GPS). The exchanged history table is then utilized by a node to predict future location of peer. Along with this location, speed stability and future direction are used to calculate a utility metric. If the utility of peer is greater than a defined threshold, it is selected as nexthop for further forwarding the message.
MARS is intrinsically different from these techniques as along with characterizing the mobility, it also considers other stochastic information related to network resources, such as, available free buffer space at different nodes.
A utility model, with buffer and remaining energy at a node along with its social value, is proposed in [28] . This utility value is then used to select ferries among other network participants for message forwarding. However, in this work [28] a global information about present resources within the given network is required to describe the ranking of each node. Calculation of delivery probability based on multiple utility functions, applied on different context information of a node is also explored in CAR [29] and SCAR [30] . The composed utility function is calculated using multiattribute utility problem [31] . These protocols require accurate prediction of future value of context information [32] . However, accurate forecasting may not be possible in many mobile scenarios and becomes more appealing in highly heterogeneous network environments where nodes differ greatly in terms of their capabilities, and mobility patterns. In another study [33] a node's delivery capability (NDC) from available energy, speed, and distance from destination is calculated. However, the proposed linear combination [33] lacks a generic solution to involve more than one mutually inclusive attribute pair.
MARS is not based on rigorous forecasting techniques. We devise a method to assign scores to different attributes, like it is done in "Simple Multiattribute Rating Technique" (SMART) [12] . Secondly, the ability to dynamically learn the environment intrinsic to MARS provides the flexibility to make decisions based on available local information, which can certainly improve scalability of the protocol in real world deployments. Moreover, transitive fitness calculation in MARS allows communication between two far apart nodes in highly heterogeneous scenarios. Further, we consider DTN routing as multiresource optimization problem in highly heterogeneous mobile opportunistic networks.
Multiattribute Routing Scheme (MARS)
3.1. Overview. Multiattribute Routing Scheme (MARS) is a hybrid utility-based replication and forwarding scheme for opportunistic networks. With MARS next-hop selection is based on fitness value of a node to message destination. Every MARS node maintains a contact table which contains its next-hop fitness to so far known destinations. On sporadically emerging links within the network, every node shares its fitness table with its peer after aging its values. The aging mechanism used in MARS is similar to PRoPHET routing protocol [6] , which helps in removing stale information about node's next-hop fitness to known destinations in order to avoid misled routing decisions. Message transfer is initiated if node has a message in its buffer with pending delivery and decides to forward it based on next-hop fitness value of peer node to 's destination (forwarding mechanism is discussed in Section 3.6). We calculate fitness of a node based on multiple parameters such as encounter rate, contact duration, and free buffer space. A simplistic exemplary scenario for calculating next-hop fitness based on multiple node attributes is shown in Figure 1 . The key points we want to highlight with the help of this example are the following. First, analogously, in MARS all parameters (represented as 1 , 2 , 3 in Figure 1 ) are considered simultaneously for fitness calculation, and only the node which represent a better trade-off of all considered parameters is selected as next-hop relay. For example, both 1 and 2 can be used as next-hop relays for destination 2 . Secondly, this helps in better load distribution over network resources as it helps in avoiding situations, where only few nodes may bear most of the forwarding overhead due to representing high values in any single attribute (such as number of encounters). Loadbalancing with MARS is explained in detail in Section 4. In MARS, parameter combination consisted of destinationindependent (such as free memory space) and destinationdependent characteristics (such as encounter rate and contact duration) of nodes; it is therefore stated as hybrid utilitybased scheme. We also propose an adaptive mechanism for assigning weights to determine relative importance of 4 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks each parameter to form an optimized combination reflecting application and network requirements. Moreover, in many scenarios it is often useful to limit the number of forwarding tokens to some required value as can be seen in work from Spyropoulos et al. [5] . Therefore, MARS exhibits this flexibility to reduce overhead by assigning number of forwarding tokens with messages. Even when no limit is defined on replication MARS can efficiently steward network resources by taking wise decisions while selecting next-hop nodes. Different symbols used in this paper are defined in List of Frequently Used Symbols.
Next-Hop Fitness Calculation.
In MARS, every node calculates its fitness to serve as next-hop for other nodes within the network, as a function of different metrics based on "Simple Multiattribute Rating Technique" (SMART) [12] . These metrics are carefully selected to represent destinationdependent and destination-independent characteristics of a node. Moreover, every metric is assigned an associated weight to represent its relative importance within an optimized combination. Opportunistic networks are characterized to have uncertain topologies with frequent partitions due to high mobility and heterogeneous capabilities of nodes. Therefore, in order to achieve stability and correctness of opinion about utility of a node, it is important to consider variations in its behavior over a period of time. For this purpose, we introduce a Time Window (Δ ) to maintain a limited history of past information, that is, employed in calculating individual score of each attribute. A sample of new information is added on every encounter between two nodes, and interactions older than Δ are removed.
The generalized formula to calculate next-hop fitness at a node for a destination node is then represented as
Weight is defined as associated weight of th parameter and its value can vary within range [0, 1]. Moreover, sum of all weights used for different parameters is always equal to 1. This tweaking of weights help us fine tune different network parameters to better calculate next-hop fitness values helping in forwarding a message towards its destination. [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ] are some given independent characteristics of a node , such as available free space or average residual energy, and attributes that are correlated with a destination, such as encounter rate or contact duration with node that is considered to calculate its fitness as next-hop relay for the latter node. We have shown on to represent change in score of each attribute with respect to time.
In this paper, the metrics which we consider for our calculations are (1) encounter ratê( , ; Δ ), (2) contact duration (̂(Ω , ; Δ )), (3) free buffer space (̂(Θ ; Δ )), and (4) meeting likeliness (̂(℧ , ; Δ )). Hence, (1) can be rewritten as follows:
Here, the Time Window Δ is an important parameter to be defined, so as its width should involve a reasonable set of samples to help in making an educated guess about the dynamic behavior present within the network. Certainly, this can be defined keeping in mind a rough idea about interencounter times within the given network. In this paper, we have used empirically defined values of Δ in different scenarios. However, many experimental studies [34, 35] intend to analyze properties of real and synthetic mobility models, whose findings can provide a better guideline to configure opportunistic forwarding algorithms.
Moreover, attribute scores are real numbers within range [0, 1]; their higher values represent a high probability that node can be used as relay for destination by other nodes in the network. In the following, we explain in detail calculation of each value.
Estimate of Contact Duration.
We definê(Ω , ; Δ ) as the estimate of time duration; the two nodes stay in each other's vicinity. Intuitively, its high value results in high nexthop fitness of to , as it allows large data exchanges between two nodes.
Mobile nodes in an opportunistic network may occasionally come close in each other's vicinity, remain connected for a period of time, and then move apart in different directions. This connected period between the two corresponding nodes is called a contact duration. If we take 1 as the time of contact between and , and 2 as the time when the two nodes depart from each other's transmission range, then Contact Duration ( ) is defined as follows:
This maximum threshold on contact duration is defined to avoid long-term neighborhood problem [9] . In case a contact remains for an indefinitely large time, an update on contact International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 5 duration information is made on every Δ time, and the two nodes recalculate their next-hop fitness to each other. Next, we define Ω , as a set, which contains samples of contact durations within time window Δ , between nodes and paired with time-stamps at which the contact occurs, defined as follows:
is time of contact and is duration of the contact} .
(4)
Then, on every contact between and ,
Next, we calculate an exponential moving weighted average (̂(Ω , )) of all contact duration samples within interval Δ as follows:
where → ∈ Ω , ( * domain of the th pair → of set Ω , ) ( † range of the th pair → of set Ω , ).
Taking weighted average this way helps recent behavior of nodes to have a higher influence while calculating estimate of contact duration, as high weights in terms of time are assigned to the latest activities. Now, an estimate of contact duration between two nodes and can be calculated as follows:
if we consider a scenario, where two nodes have small interencounter time and often meet each other for short duration, within time window Δ . Then it is possible to have a small weighted average due to short individual contact periods, despite remaining connected with each other most of the time. In order to avoid such behavior, we multiply the calculated weighted average with the size of the set Ω , before normalizing with the time window. Contact duration plays very important role while determining next-hop fitness of a node. A large estimate on contact durations between two nodes represents that they stay in each other's vicinity most of the time. Therefore, they can better be used as relays for each other.
Estimate of Free Buffer Space.̂(Θ ; Δ )
is defined as the estimate of time; free buffer space is available at relay node . High value represents that node has enough free space in its buffer to relay messages most of the time. Node reads its occupied-buffer defined as Θ at regular intervals to calculate the time it takes to get its buffer full:
Here, time (Θ < max) is the initial time; occupied-buffer was observed less than the maximum buffer value. Then the average time it takes to fill the buffer at node is calculated as
Here, is the total number of calculated samples. A node might get congested due to sudden data flows for some time duration, while its buffer remains free most of the time. Moreover, filling of the buffer sometimes indicates node's willingness and a high feasibility to serve as a next-hop relay. Therefore, the time it takes to fill the buffer should be averaged over a large duration or by considering a reasonable amount of samples. For results in this paper we do not put any limit on number of samples; however, for real time networks that are supposed to be running for long duration a limit on sample size could be defined to better reflect recent activity at a node. Then estimate of time, free buffer space available at a node is normalized as follows:
3.2.3. Estimate of Meeting Likeliness.̂(℧ , ; Δ ) is defined as the probability of time duration in which a contact between two nodes and can occur. High value indicates larger time duration within which the two nodes can meet, thereby resulting in high next-hop fitness of node to . A rigorous definition of meeting times between two nodes can be found in [36] . For calculating an estimate of meeting likeliness between and we first define a set ℧ , , similar to Ω , described earlier in Section 3.2.1, which contains samples of interencounter times between two nodes paired with contact time within time window Δ as follows:
is time of contact and is inter-encounter time} .
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Here, is calculated as
where 1 is the last connection down time of nodes and and is current connection time.
Next, we define an exponential moving weighted averagê (℧ , ) of all interencounter time samples present within the set ℧ , as follows:
where ( → ) ∈ ℧ , . ( ‡ domain of the th pair → of set ℧ , ) ( § range of the th pair → of set ℧ , ). Now, an estimate of interencounter time between two nodes and can be defined aŝ
Average interencounter time is usually calculated by dividing the sum of intercontact times by total number of encounters [37] . In this way, all interencounter times are assigned equal weights. However, we say that, by taking a running weighted average, recent behavior of node movements can better be depicted. Next, we can calculate meeting likeliness between two nodes and aŝ
3.2.4. Estimate of Rate of Encounter. Every node maintains an encounter count , of its encounters with node within time interval Δ . Along with this it also maintains an encounter counter , of all its encounters with node . The difference between these two parameters is shown in Figure 2 .
Next, if we take as size of the time window Δ , we can calculate an estimate on rate of encounter between two nodes and as follows:
This way, an estimate on encounter rate of two nodes gradually increases over time. We can see that size of the time window should be reasonably large to represent moving behavior of two nodes. On the other hand, by including the encounter counter of previous contacts, we can have a smooth impact of rate of encounter on determining the overall utility of a node.
Weight Assignment.
When we calculate next-hop fitness of a node based on multiple attributes, determining relative importance of each dimension becomes very important. By efficiently adjusting different weights assigned to different dimensions, an optimized combination can be formed to calculate next-hop fitness reflecting underlying network characteristics. For example, if there are large interencounter times among nodes within the network, high weight can be assigned to contact duration and available resources at nodes in order to have next-hop fitness of nodes be consistent with network conditions. Adaptive weight assignment to different attributes can result in more educated calculation of next-hop fitness of nodes, which help to improve performance in terms of delivery ratio and routing overhead. The next-hop fitness equation of MARS can be roughly mapped onto a neural network architecture. If we consider that the desired output that is next-hop fitness of a node is 1. Then, we can use error correction learning [38] to adjust weights at a node in order to maximize its next-hop fitness for known destinations. Let be the set of fitness values of a node for known destinations with whom had a direct encounter. We then calculate our error function ( ) defined as average deviation of fitness values of node from desired output, that is, 1, as follows:
This average deviation from desired fitness value of a node is back-propagated to adjust individual weights. Next, we define our input parameters at any given node as follows: For example, if one of the parameters to calculate fitness of node is Estimate Of Contact Duration, then, is taken as the sorted list of all Estimates Of Contact Durations of with nodes to whom has a direct fitness value (directly encountered nodes). We can then define our input parameters as follows:
Before taking median, we first, age all values within set with (20) . Now we can define weight adaptation at node in Algorithm 1.
(line (3)) is the learning rate and (line (4)) is the momentum parameter [38] . The momentum parameter helps International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7 (1) ℎ
(new) = × (old) + Δ We normalize weights for their sum equal to 1 as following [45] : to improve convergence time of the algorithm and it is usually set to 0.9, as described in [39] , by default. The delta change in weight of the th attribute is first derived by multiplying the corresponding value with the error and learning rate (line (3)). Then the new weight is calculated by adding this delta change into old weight value at line (4) as defined in [38] . We have first described in section that in our case the sum of all the corresponding weights must be equal to 1. Therefore, after every update, weights are again normalized to limit the values within the 0-1 range (line (6)). In order to show how learning rate affects weight adaptation at a node, let us take the example of a scenario shown in Figure 3 . The two boxes show that 0 has different kind of mobility patterns with 1 and 2 . In Figure 4 weight adaptation for different attributes at 0 is shown against taking different learning rate values. Here, , , , and are corresponding weights of Estimate of Contact Duration, Estimate of Free Buffer Space, Estimate of Rate of Encounter, and Estimate of Meeting Likeliness, respectively, at node 0 . We can see that when learning rate is small, there is little variation from the original value at each iteration, and the weights are slowly adapted. Here, it is pertinent to mention that by considering the median value among the available information a sudden significant change in weights can be avoided. However, the weights will be slowly adapted to reflect towards new environment around the node. A, a node obsoletes information older than the given time window, thereby, we can safely opine that weight adaptation can take no longer than Δ to reflect changing network dynamics.
3.4. Aging Mechanism. Opportunistic networks are known to have dynamic typologies and unpredictable moving patterns. Therefore, information regarding mobility behavior of a node recorded at some time instance in past may no longer be valid to guide forwarding decisions. Consequently, it is required to age next-hop utilities on regular intervals in order to reflect onto changing behaviors present in the network and avoid inconsistent decisions. For this reason, we use the same aging mechanism as used in [6] for eliminating stale information from the network. Therefore,
where is the aging constant having value between [0, 1] and is the time units elapsed since last aging of the fitness value is done.
Transitive Next-Hop Fitness Calculation.
Grasic et al. [6] suggest the effectiveness of transitive property of a routing scheme for opportunistic networks. In many scenarios it is possible that some nodes may never had a direct encounter; one of the examples of such a network can be presence of multiple disjoint communities with only few nodes visiting different regions [6] . In such scenarios, transitive calculation of next-hop fitness helps in forwarding packets towards destination through multiple intermediate hops. However, we believe that transitive next-hop fitness of a node should be comparatively low as compared to direct next-hop fitness values. Next, we define transitive next-hop fitness calculation in MARS with the help of following example scenario:
Here calculates its fitness to through as follows:
The value is divided by 2 at each hop in order to incorporate the effect of uncertainty in opportunistic networks and presence of multiple intermediate forwarding nodes. The node that is multiple hops away from destination will have small fitness value due to division at each hop. 3.6. Forwarding Policy. We associate a forwarding threshold with every message on a relay node including source, which is initially set to next-hop fitness value of the current custodian to message's destination. Whenever a copy of the message is forwarded, its associated threshold is updated to nexthop fitness of peer. The forwarding threshold of a message ensures that redundant copies should only be sent to nodes having greater next-hop fitness to destination than the nodes to whom it is previously sent. In this way, we can reduce overhead over the network by restricting message replication only to nodes, presenting themselves as better candidates than the previously selected relays. Moreover, a message threshold is aged using the same mechanism as defined in (20) before comparing with peer's utility value. Further, if a node is connected to two or more nodes at a time, a message is only sent to a node which presents the highest next-hop fitness to destination among currently connected peers.
Moreover, with MARS, we can assign different number of forwarding tokens ( ) in order to limit number of replicas of a message. When no limit is defined, it keeps on replicating the packet to nodes presenting next-hop fitness to destination until (1) message lifetime is expired, (2) it is dropped due to buffer overflow, or (3) it is offloaded to destination node. In following we define behavior of MARS with different number of forwarding tokens.
Single Copy
Forwarding. MARS turns into forwarding scheme when only single token is assigned. In this way, every MARS node relinquishes the custody of the message and removes it from its buffer on forwarding it to first encountering node, presenting next-hop fitness to destination higher than the node itself. In this way, only a single copy of the message exists within the network. Although this approach affects performance, simulations show that MARS International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 9 is able to achieve comparable delivery rates with single copy forwarding as compared to existing routing scheme.
-Copy Forwarding.
When > 1, every node sends ⌈ /2⌉ copies of a message to peer whose next-hop fitness is greater than the node itself and corresponding forwarding threshold of the message; this is analogous to how copies are forwarded in Spray and Wait binary mode [5] . However, here, message transferring is based on utility of a node. When a node is left with only one copy of a message it is forwarded according to single copy forwarding.
Load-Balancing and Choosing Number of Copies ( ) with MARS
Destination-dependent utility-based schemes imply that messages might be forwarded towards destination through few "better" nodes presenting high next-hop fitness to it based on given utility criteria. Intuitively, it can lead to significant load imbalance in opportunistic networks which can degrade performance in resource-stringent environments. The uneven load distribution results in poorer utilization of total network capacity; secondly, it can quickly deplete resources (e.g., battery drainage) in heavily utilized nodes, which are, ironically, the most vital for long term functioning of the network. We can extrapolate the effectiveness of using multiple parameters with MARS through the simplistic scenario shown in Figure 5 . Consider a network of five nodes with two sources and one destination node. Both sources and destination nodes are stationary while 1 and 2 move between source and destination locations. If we consider the case where source decides next-hop nodes based only on number of encounters with destination, then both 1 and 2 will send all their packets to through 1 , shown with solid lines in Figure 5 , because of high encounter rate between 1 and . In this way, 1 can get congested over some time resulting in message drop due to buffer overflows, while resources available at 2 are never used. Considering the given scenario, if fitness of a node is based on two parameters such as encounter rate and free space instead of considering only a single attribute, then 2 node can also be used as intermediate relay by 1 , due to available free buffer space when 1 get congested, shown with dotted line in Figure 5 . Some studies such as [8, 11] address the issue of load-balancing in opportunistic networks. However, the clear distinction we intend to make here is that the intrinsic nature of MARS, based on using multiple parameters for calculating next-hop fitness of nodes, secondly, dynamic determination of relative importance of each parameter with adaptive weights, helps in effective utilization of network capacity with better load-balancing.
Moreover, the flexibility of allocating number of copies ( ) for a message to be used with MARS can substantially reduce unnecessary transmissions within the network in many scenarios. From this, we can say that selecting a high value of to achieve acceptable delivery ratios (network performance) inevitably impact resource utilization. It is reminiscent that minimizing the required copies ( ) may serve to induce traffic loads; a given network is capable of handling without impacting its performance. MARS is a destination-dependent utility-based scheme that spread copies analogous to binary Spray and Wait routing [5] . Nevertheless, when a node is left with only one copy of a message it is forwarded according to single copy forwarding as discussed in Section 3.6. In destinationdependent utility schemes, every custodian of a copy is leveraged to make an educated decision, based on next-hop fitness of a node, to bring forward the packet to destination. Inevitably, every extra copy serves to cope with high packet loss ratios and possibility of wrongly selecting a next-hop relay due to limitations in the given utility function.
Assume is the delivery ratio that can be achieved through single copy forwarding with MARS, and min is the minimum delivery ratio required by an application. Let is the ratio of error in calculating next-hop fitness of nodes. Let ℓ be the packet loss ratio of the network due to congestion at nodes or long term partitions within the network. Then optimization of with MARS is expressed in
We adapt the model presented in (23) from [23] . Here, in our case can effectively represent magnitude of and ℓ within the network, as only single copies are sent in the network to survive through error and loss ratios and are finally delivered to eventual destinations. might be close to min if and ℓ are significantly low, and vice versa. From here, we can imply that in any utility-based controlled replication scheme,
Here, we argue that and ℓ significantly depend on the utility protocol that is in use to route messages. Effective load-balancing to prevent message drops due to overloading available resources and, secondly, intelligent calculation of next-hop utility of nodes considering multiple aspects at a time can substantially reduce these ratios. Hence, delivery cost ( ) to achieve certain delivery ratio is also reduced. We defer the question of selecting optimal copies ( ) with MARS for future work; nevertheless, copies at intermediate hops can be dynamically adapted base on a recent study [37] where it is selected based on remaining life-time of a message. However, here we assume that the number of copies is set by the application. We have done simulations taking a very low value of and simulation results greatly help to elucidate our point that determining next-hop utility of a node in opportunistic networks is a multiobjective function. Moreover, intrinsic benefits of defining a multiattribute utility function along with dynamic adjustment of corresponding weights are twofold; first, it results in educated decisions regarding message carriers; second, it results in effective load-balancing by preventing overloading of precious network resource.
Other Considerations
As the opportunistic routing schemes tend to make decisions based on an increased knowledge base about the surrounding network, many considerations are needed to be made regarding the involved security and privacy issues along with computational overheads. We intend to address these concerns related to our proposed utility scheme (MARS) in this section.
In this work, we assume that the nodes behave in an altruistic manner and do not intend to maliciously deviate from defined protocol rules. In MARS, calculation of nexthop fitness is based on the principle of mutual interest, and a node is only required to share its utilities with peer in order to help with forwarding messages, while information regarding resources and mobility remains encapsulated. Moreover, to calculate next-hop fitness for peer a node calculates estimates of its own resources and mobility related information, that is, common to both nodes, such as, their encounter rates and interencounter times. Secondly, to calculate transitive fitness through peer, nodes only share their next-hop utility tables, which are also used in taking forwarding decisions, as discussed earlier. Thereby, a node's mobility details with other network participants remain hidden from peer. This helps in ensuring node privacy to facilitate cooperation among nodes. However, it is possible that a node disseminates maliciously defined high utility values in order to attract network data and later drops messages to launch black hole attack. This kind of attack may severely affect single copy variant of MARS, but multicopy MARS routing can potentially overcome this issue, as one of the copies may still be able to reach the destination through benign relays. Handling such attacks independent of the given routing protocol in opportunistic networks is recently discussed in many studies [40, 41] . However, it is pertinent to mention here that in MARS taking the minimum of two values while calculating transitive next-hop fitness as in (22) can avoid polluting the utility tables of neighboring nodes.
Time and space complexity are other two important considerations to be made for deployment in real world situations. Time complexity of calculating an individual score when there are given samples in MARS is not more than O( ). Secondly, taking the median of an sized list according to Blum et al. [42] renders the worst case time complexity for weight adaptation defined in Algorithm 1 to be O( ). Hence, we can safely say that the time complexity of MARS is O( ). Coming to space complexity of MARS, let us say the sample size, for making an estimate on score of any given attribute, such as contact-duration, is within Δ time. As we know, MARS involves multiple parameters that can be categorized into destination-independent and destination-dependent attributes. Certainly, for any destination-independent parameters, time complexity is defined as O( × ). However, for destination-dependent attributes it also depends on the number of unique interacting nodes, that is, ( ). Thereby, for any destination-dependent parameters space complexity can be defined as O( × × ), where can grow up to the size of the network. Hence, the worst case space complexity of MARS is O( × × ).
Evaluation and Results
For the evaluation of the protocol we use ONE simulator [43] . We compare MARS with well-known routing protocols such as PRoPHET [6] , RAPID [24] , EBR [10] , SCAR [30] , and direct-delivery (DD) routing. For PRoPHET and EBR we use suggested settings in [6] and [10] , respectively. In PRoPHET and MARS time unit for aging fitness values is set to 30 seconds that is default value suggested in [6] . We assume full battery at all nodes. Therefore, we set battery level to 1 in SCAR for all the scenarios. In SCAR exchange threshold is set to 0.1 as used in default settings of the simulator.
We set Δ equal to 1 hr in scenario-1 and scenario-3, while it is set to 6 hrs in scenario-2 to cope with high expected delays in real environments. Learning rate is set to 1 considering heterogeneous mobility patterns in all scenarios. All parameters are initially assigned equal weights by default, that is, 0.25, as there are four attributes which we consider in this paper.
Performance metrics we use to compare MARS with other schemes are defined below. Here is total number of delivered messages and is total number of undelivered messages:
Overhead Ratio = msgs relayed − msgs delivered msgs delivered ,
Average Latency = latency + latency msgs created ,
where latency = ∑ bandwidth. Buffer size of nodes within the communities is set to 50 MB while buffer size of traveling nodes is set to 100 MB. Simulation time is set to one day with message TTL of two hours. Message size is set to 2 MB, and we run simulations 10 times, each time using different seeds for nodes in each community and traveling nodes. Traffic load is set to 40 msgs/hr with random source and destination pairs unless it is stated. Similarly, six traveling nodes move across different communities unless where it is stated. Figure 8 , we investigate the effect of number of traveling nodes across different communities. It is somehow correlated with the level of connectivity within the network. By increasing number of nodes that can travel across communities, the possibility of successful communication between two nodes residing in two different communities also increases. We can see that MARS clearly outperforms other protocols in terms of delivery ratio (Figure 8(a) ) and average latency (Figure 8(c) ).
Effect of Number of Traveling Nodes. In
Careful selection of next-hop nodes in MARS also helps in maintaining reasonable overhead, which is significantly smaller than PRoPHET and RAPID routing as can be seen in Figure 8(b) . Overhead of MARS-L1 and MARS-L5 is higher than SCAR-L5 and EBR-L5 due to increased number of intermediate hops, between a source destination pair, used by the protocol. However, it keeps on decreasing with increased connectivity within the network. Analogously, as expected, average latency of protocols (Figure 8(c) ) also decreases with increased connectivity. SCAR-L5 introduces very small routing overhead and also has almost asymptotic behavior of delivery ratio curve on increasing traveling nodes. From here, we can deduce the effectiveness of calculating transitive next-hop fitness of nodes, by MARS and PRoPHET, in highly heterogeneous mobility scenarios. MARS-L1 is able to achieve comparable delivery rates than PRoPHET routing. Hence, the gap between delivery ratios of MARS and its variants MARS-L5 and MARS-L1 represents that replication introduced by the protocol effectively contributes in increasing performance of the network. Hence, MARS, with the ability to calculate utility based on multiple attributes along with adaptive weighting mechanism, is better able to adapt itself to changing mobility patterns to improve network performance. In some scenarios it is possible that the source forwards all the copies of a message before directly encountering the destination node, which may drop due to congestion at intermediate hops. Therefore, we can see high delivery rates with direct-delivery routing as compared to SCAR-L5 at some points on Figure 8 (a). Figure 7 shows comparison of intercommunity and intracommunity delivery ratios achieved by different protocols when there are with 10 nodes that can travel across different communities. Here, it is clear that MARS and MARS-L5 have highest intercommunity delivery rates despite smaller overhead as can be seen in Figure 8(b) . Hence, we can deduce that MARS is better able to identify heterogeneous mobility patterns within the network. Figure 9 that MARS is able to sustain high delivery rates (Figure 9 (a)) with increasing traffic loads despite small overhead than PRoPHET and RAPID routing (Figure 9(b) ). RAPID has slightly high delivery ratio than MARS at low data rates but the protocol is unable to cope with high traffic demands due to large overhead. Introducing limited redundancy in case of MARS and MARS-L5 helps in avoiding large message drops resulting in increased performance in terms of delivery ratio and end-to-end latency (Figure 9(c) ) in resource-stringent environments. EBR-L5 and SCAR-L5 also introduce small overhead as shown in Figure 9 (b) but at the cost of high end-to-end latency (Figure 9(c) ) and smaller delivery rates as compared to MARS-L5. Here, we can see that even if the number of forwarding tokens is not associated with messages, MARS does not overload network resources due to careful selection of next-hop relays. The effectiveness of next-hop fitness calculation of MARS is more evident at high data rates as MARS-L1 has similar delivery ratio as compared to PRoPHET, while its delivery rate is significantly higher than RAPID routing. In Figure 9 (b) high overhead of MARS-L1 compared to SCAR-L5 and EBR-L5 is due to messages travelling through an increased number of intermediate hops.
Effect of Traffic Load. It is evident in

Effect of Node Density.
In this scenario, there are six traveling nodes, while we increase number of nodes within each community. When we increase number of nodes, the amount of connectivity or chances of frequent encounters between two nodes also increases within the community. With increased density overhead of unlimited replication schemes, that is, PRoPHET and MARS, also increases proportional to number of nodes presenting next-hop fitness to potential destinations. It also increases in case of RAPID routing due to increased number of contact opportunities within the network as can be seen in Figure 10 (b). However, we can see that MARS does not greedily occupy increasing network resources, while it still maintains high delivery ratios shown in Figure 10 (a). Overhead also increases due to messages traveling through increased number of intermediate hops before they are finally delivered at eventual destination as can be seen in case of MARS-L5 and MARS-L1. Decrease in end-to-end latency can also be observed in Figure 10 by the protocol. As we can see that MARS-L5 shows consistent delivery rates as compared to MARS; hence, a tradeoff can be achieved between acceptable delivery ratios and introduced routing overhead with our scheme, when there are limited resources within the network.
Scenario-2:
Simulations with Real Traces. To evaluate the performance of our scheme on real test-bed traces we used connectivity and traffic traces of N4C deployments in 2010. We thank Grasic et al. [6] for sharing these traces and message creation patterns with us. The N4C project was aimed to deploy DTN systems for providing Internet services to remote areas in Swedish; details about the project can be seen at [44] . These traces are collected from 18 DTN nodes and time duration of these traces is 56 days. One helicopter flight with data mules is scheduled every day and message lifetime is set to 3 days. After analyzing individual interencounter times among node pairs within the given N4C mobility traces, we observe that most of the contacts occur within less than 6 hrs time. In this regard, the interencounter CCDF graph shows a very few percentages more than 12 to 13 hours, where the largest intercontact time is observed to be of 23 days. Therefore, to safely have enough observations, we have taken Δ equal to 6 hrs in this scenario. Figure 11 our scheme is compared with other routing schemes against varying buffer sizes with message size fixed to 2 MB. By avoiding congestion due to small routing overhead and intelligent selection of next-hop nodes, delivery ratio of our scheme (MARS and MARS-L5) is higher than all other schemes at small buffer sizes (Figures 11(a) and 11(b) ). With increase in buffer size at nodes, capacity of the network to store extra redundant copies is also increased. Therefore, we can observe an increase in delivery ratio, in Figure 11 (a), in case of PRoPHET routing, but at the cost of significantly large routing overhead as can be seen in Figure 11 (b). Overhead of PRoPHET and RAPID routing in Figure 11 (b) keeps on decreasing with increase in buffer size due to less number of message drops but it is still higher than MARS routing. Delivery rate of EBR and SCAR with 5 tokens almost remains constant at large buffer sizes while, in MARS-L5, due to the ability of scheme to learn changing network behavior, it keeps on increasing with increase in buffer size of network nodes. Despite introducing limited redundancy within the network MARS and MARS-L5 have smaller end-to-end latency as compared to other protocols in Figure 11(c drops due to buffer overflows. This is the reason why we can observe higher delivery ratio in case of MARS-L5 as compared to MARS at low buffer sizes.
Effect of Buffer Capacity. In
Scenario-3: Simulations with Cluster-Based Movement.
In scenario-3 we use ClusterMovemnet Model [43] with default settings in ONE simulator for evaluating MARS with other schemes. Simulation time is set to 12 hrs and there are 160 nodes divided into 4 different groups within the network. There are three clusters of nodes and 40 ferries that move around these clusters to carry data traffic. We run simulations against five different seed values. Messages of size within range 50 k and 150 k are generated after every 25 to 35 seconds randomly choosing source destination pairs. Message lifetime is set to 5 hours. Results against this movement model are shown in Figure 12 . Results with RAPID routing are not included in this scenario due to indefinite computational time required by ONE implementation of the protocol. SCAR-L5 has negligible overhead but with high end-toend latency and delivery ratio slightly less than MARS and respectively. Overhead of unlimited replication schemes that is PRoPHET and MARS is high due to high density within the network as a large number of nodes present higher nexthop fitness to potential destinations. However, MARS is still able to limit its overhead to a significantly lower value than PRoPHET routing.
MARS-L5 outperform MARS in his case. It has slightly higher delivery ratio than MARS despite introducing limited redundancy, and it still has end-to-end latency comparable to MARS. Hence, it further strengthens our point, and introducing limited redundancy into the network by taking wiser decisions helps in achieving better performance than trying to occupy network resources through greedy replication.
Although only 5 replications of each message are allowed with MARS-L5, but as we have stated that when only single copy is left with a node, MARS turns into forwarding scheme. Hence, some copies may keep on moving within the network until their lifetime is expired. Each transmission contributes in increasing routing overhead. Therefore, overhead of MARS-L5 is higher than 5 in Figure 12 (a), although there are only 5 replicas for each message present within the network.
Conclusion
We present a hybrid utility protocol MARS, in this paper, to support communication in heterogeneous opportunistic networks. MARS considers both destination-dependent and destination-independent attributes of a node and employs them in calculating its next-hop fitness. We show, with simulations, using synthetic and real mobility trace, that fitness value calculated in this way can help in taking wiser decisions regarding forwarding of a message towards its eventual destination. MARS is based on SMART as in sparse heterogeneous environments accurate forecasting of future behavior of a node might not be possible. Likewise, we devise a general mechanism to calculate relative score of each dimension considering samples collected over a finite time interval Δ . Here, we have used empirically defined values of Δ . However, as future work this value can also be dynamically adjusted to configure MARS. In this way, based on learning the contact patterns present within any given network any initially defined value of Δ can be updated accordingly.
We also demonstrate that error correction techniques from neural networks can be effectively applied to determine relative importance of each dimension when we simultaneously consider multiple attributes of a node to calculate delivery probabilities within different 24 networking environments. Moreover, in order to avoid arbitrarily large overhead, number of forwarding tokens can also be assigned with MARS. Due to considering multiple dimensions and real time determination of each dimension's score, MARS can better distribute its overhead which can effectively utilize total network capacity.
Evaluations in variety of heterogeneous environment, such as synthetic and real word mobility traces, show that MARS exhibits very small overhead and still achieves better delivery ratios and end-to-end latency as compared to other protocols taken into consideration. Hence, it can achieve better performance in resource-stringent environments categorized with sparse connectivity. 
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